CALMAN 2016 STUDIO
MONITOR CALIBRATION SOFTWARE

Guaranteed color accuracy for production and broadcast.

Complete Solution

Profiling

Handles the wide variety of

Capture your monitor’s

configurations throughout the

unique color output for

production and post workflows.

use in corrective 3D LUTs.

Calibration

Measurement
Measure the unique color

Calibrate your monitor’s

performance and video

video output to selected
color standards.

output of any monitor.

Testing

Reporting

Test against industry

Print detailed reports

standards like Rec.709,

with measurement charts

DCI/P3 and Rec.2020.

and calibration results.

Automated Profiling

Advanced 3D LUTs

Hardware Integration

Profiling and analyzing the color

CalMAN provides the latest, most

SpectraCal works closely with its

performance of a monitor is fast,

advanced technology for creating

industry partners to provide easy

automated and highly accurate.

corrective 3D LUTs and is faster

calibration solutions that integrate

and more accurate than any other

seamlessly with existing devices

calibration software.

and applications.

Contact Your Local Reseller for Pricing
Visit www.spectracal.com/calman-studio to learn more
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THE SOFTWARE
SpectraCal offers three
software products for the
calibration of broadcast and
production studios.

CALMAN
STUDIO EXPRESS

CALMAN
STUDIO LITE

CALMAN
STUDIO

For those seeking fast,
accurate 3D LUT calibrations at
an affordable price who do not
need advanced features.

For those seeking software
3D LUT and computer
monitor calibrations.

For those seeking a complete
calibration solution with
advanced features for every
display in their studio.

PRICING
CalMAN Studio products can
be purchased as software only
or bundled with hardware.

Supports
Each of the three CalMAN
Studio products offers varying
calibration functionality for
different display setups.
While CalMAN Studio Express
and CalMAN Studio Lite
only support select finishing
programs for 3D LUTs and
pattern generation, CalMAN
Studio supports dozens of
meters, pattern generators,
video processors and 3D LUT
devices.

OPTIONS AND HARDWARE
Each of the CalMAN Studio
products supports a different
number of colorspace
standards, gamma formulas
and third-party hardware.

Contact Your Local Reseller for Pricing

Supports corrective 3D LUTs for
DaVinci Resolve® and Assimilate
SCRATCH® applications.

Supports corrective 3D LUTs for
Resolve® and SCRATCH®, as well as
computer monitor (ICC) calibrations.

Software and hardware 3D LUTs,
broadcast and computer monitors,
client monitors and projectors.
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